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How to achieve 'biological immortality' naturally December 6, by David Despain Evolutionary biologist Michael Rose,
professor at University of California, Irvine, says he has discovered a natural way to achieve "biological immortality"
without the use of anti-aging drugs and stem cell treatments.

Ancient Greek religion[ edit ] Immortality in ancient Greek religion originally always included an eternal
union of body and soul as can be seen in Homer , Hesiod , and various other ancient texts. The soul was
considered to have an eternal existence in Hades, but without the body the soul was considered dead. Although
almost everybody had nothing to look forward to but an eternal existence as a disembodied dead soul, a
number of men and women were considered to have gained physical immortality and been brought to live
forever in either Elysium , the Islands of the Blessed , heaven, the ocean or literally right under the ground.
Some were considered to have died and been resurrected before they achieved physical immortality. Asclepius
was killed by Zeus only to be resurrected and transformed into a major deity. In some versions of the Trojan
War myth, Achilles , after being killed, was snatched from his funeral pyre by his divine mother Thetis,
resurrected, and brought to an immortal existence in either Leuce , the Elysian plains, or the Islands of the
Blessed. Memnon , who was killed by Achilles, seems to have received a similar fate. Alcmene , Castor ,
Heracles , and Melicertes were also among the figures sometimes considered to have been resurrected to
physical immortality. Later he was found not only to have been resurrected but to have gained immortality.
The philosophical idea of an immortal soul was a belief first appearing with either Pherecydes or the Orphics ,
and most importantly advocated by Plato and his followers. This, however, never became the general norm in
Hellenistic thought. As may be witnessed even into the Christian era, not least by the complaints of various
philosophers over popular beliefs, many or perhaps most traditional Greeks maintained the conviction that
certain individuals were resurrected from the dead and made physically immortal and that others could only
look forward to an existence as disembodied and dead, though everlasting, souls. The parallel between these
traditional beliefs and the later resurrection of Jesus was not lost on the early Christians, as Justin Martyr
argued: Jesus Christ, our teacher, was crucified and died, and rose again, and ascended into heaven, we
propose nothing different from what you believe regarding those whom you consider sons of Zeus. Buddhism[
edit ] The goal of Hinayana is Arhatship and Nirvana. By contrast, the goal of Mahayana is Buddhahood.
According to one Tibetan Buddhist teaching, Dzogchen , individuals can transform the physical body into an
immortal body of light called the rainbow body. Eternal life Christianity , Christian conditionalism , and
Christian mortalism Adam and Eve condemned to mortality. Hans Holbein the Younger , Danse Macabre,
16th century Christian theology holds that Adam and Eve lost physical immortality for themselves and all
their descendants in the Fall of man , although this initial "imperishability of the bodily frame of man" was "a
preternatural condition". Wright , a theologian and former Bishop of Durham , has said many people forget the
physical aspect of what Jesus promised. Wright says John Polkinghorne , a physicist and a priest, has put it
this way: Chiranjivi and Naraka Hinduism Representation of a soul undergoing punarjanma. Illustration from
Hinduism Today, Hindus believe in an immortal soul which is reincarnated after death. According to
Hinduism, people repeat a process of life, death, and rebirth in a cycle called samsara. If they live their life
well, their karma improves and their station in the next life will be higher, and conversely lower if they live
their life poorly. After many life times of perfecting its karma, the soul is freed from the cycle and lives in
perpetual bliss. There is no place of eternal torment in Hinduism, although if a soul consistently lives very evil
lives, it could work its way down to the very bottom of the cycle. That man indeed whom these contacts do
not disturb, who is even-minded in pleasure and pain, steadfast, he is fit for immortality, O best of men. Such
an unshakable man passes beyond the influence of death and in the permanent phase of life: A man established
in the understanding of the unlimited abundance of absolute existence is naturally free from existence of the
relative order. This is what gives him the status of immortal life. Therefore, sikhs have a similar belief of
immortality of reincarnation like the hindus, however they belief there is a way that we could get out of the
cycle of rebirth and death, by doing the good deeds that all the ten gurus have left behind for them to do. This
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is like being immortal itself because once, a sikh dies he or she would live forever by being the gurus angel
that may come to earth as they please to help the world a better place. Please improve this by adding
secondary or tertiary sources. June Learn how and when to remove this template message The traditional
concept of an immaterial and immortal soul distinct from the body was not found in Judaism before the
Babylonian Exile , but developed as a result of interaction with Persian and Hellenistic philosophies.
Accordingly, the Hebrew word nephesh , although translated as "soul" in some older English Bibles, actually
has a meaning closer to "living being". This doctrine of resurrection is mentioned explicitly only in Daniel
New theories arose concerning Sheol during the intertestamental period. The views about immortality in
Judaism is perhaps best exemplified by the various references to this in Second Temple Period. The concept of
resurrection of the physical body is found in 2 Maccabees , according to which it will happen through
recreation of the flesh. The New Testament claims that the Pharisees believed in the resurrection, but does not
specify whether this included the flesh or not. They will then be granted immortality in a perfect world. The
wicked dead, on the other hand, will not be resurrected at all. This is not the only Jewish belief about the
afterlife. The Tanakh is not specific about the afterlife, so there are wide differences in views and explanations
among believers. A list of good deeds and sins are tallied to determine whether or not a mortal is worthy.
Spiritual immortality in this definition allows the soul to leave the earthly realms of afterlife and go to pure
realms in the Taoist cosmology. Souls would go to either heaven or hell; these concepts of the afterlife in
Zoroastrianism may have influenced Abrahamic religions. The Persian word for "immortal" is associated with
the month "Amurdad", meaning "deathless" in Persian, in the Iranian calendar near the end of July. The month
of Amurdad or Ameretat is celebrated in Persian culture as ancient Persians believed the "Angel of
Immortality" won over the "Angel of Death" in this month. The exact form of his argument is unclear, but it
appears to have influenced Plato, Aristotle, and other later writers. As the body is mortal and is subject to
physical death, the soul must be its indestructible opposite. Plato then suggests the analogy of fire and cold. If
the form of cold is imperishable, and fire, its opposite, was within close proximity, it would have to withdraw
intact as does the soul during death. This could be likened to the idea of the opposite charges of magnets. The
Theory of Recollection explains that we possess some non-empirical knowledge e. The Form of Equality at
birth, implying the soul existed before birth to carry that knowledge. The Affinity Argument , explains that
invisible, immortal, and incorporeal things are different from visible, mortal, and corporeal things. Our soul is
of the former, while our body is of the latter, so when our bodies die and decay, our soul will continue to live.
The Argument from Form of Life , or The Final Argument explains that the Forms, incorporeal and static
entities, are the cause of all things in the world, and all things participate in Forms. For example, beautiful
things participate in the Form of Beauty; the number four participates in the Form of the Even, etc. The soul,
by its very nature, participates in the Form of Life, which means the soul can never die. Plotinus first argues
that the soul is simple , then notes that a simple being cannot decompose. Many subsequent philosophers have
argued both that the soul is simple and that it must be immortal. Descartes does not address the possibility that
the soul might suddenly disappear. In his monadology he advances a sophisticated novel argument for the
immortality of monads. It is a series of three dialogues, revisiting the Platonic dialogue Phaedo , in which
Socrates argues for the immortality of the soul, in preparation for his own death. Many philosophers, including
Plotinus, Descartes, and Leibniz, argue that the soul is simple, and that because simples cannot decompose
they must be immortal. In the Phaedon, Mendelssohn addresses gaps in earlier versions of this argument an
argument that Kant calls the Achilles of Rationalist Psychology. The Phaedon contains an original argument
for the simplicity of the soul, and also an original argument that simples cannot suddenly disappear. It contains
further original arguments that the soul must retain its rational capacities as long as it exists. These include
persistent vegetative states , the nature of personality over time, technology to mimic or copy the mind or its
processes, social and economic disparities created by longevity , and survival of the heat death of the universe.
Jorge Luis Borges explored the idea that life gets its meaning from death in the short story " The Immortal ";
an entire society having achieved immortality, they found time becoming infinite, and so found no motivation
for any action. In the anime Casshern Sins humanity achieves immortality due to advances in medical
technology; however, the inability of the human race to die causes Luna, a Messianic figure, to come forth and
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offer normal lifespans because she believed that without death, humans could not live. In his book Death, Yale
philosopher Shelly Kagan argues that any form of human immortality would be undesirable. Either our
characters remain essentially the same in an immortal afterlife, or they do not. If our characters remain
basically the sameâ€”that is, if we retain more or less the desires, interests, and goals that we have nowâ€”then
eventually, over an infinite stretch of time, we will get bored and find eternal life unbearably tedious. If, on the
other hand, our characters are radically changedâ€”e. Either way, Kagan argues, immortality is unattractive.
The best outcome, Kagan argues, would be for humans to live as long as they desired and then to accept death
gratefully as rescuing us from the unbearable tedium of immortality. The world is already experiencing a
global demographic shift of increasingly ageing populations with lower replacement rates. Politics[ edit ]
Although some scientists state that radical life extension, delaying and stopping aging are achievable, [66]
there are no international or national programs focused on stopping aging or on radical life extension. In in
Russia, and then in the United States, Israel and the Netherlands, pro-immortality political parties were
launched. They aimed to provide political support to anti-aging and radical life extension research and
technologies and at the same time transition to the next step, radical life extension, life without aging, and
finally, immortality and aim to make possible access to such technologies to most currently living people. The
ankh is an Egyptian symbol of life that holds connotations of immortality when depicted in the hands of the
gods.
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Utnapishtim tells Gilgamesh that his immortality was a special gift, but there's a plant of unknown origin and species,
which could be eaten to achieve eternal life. His description is similar to a buckthorn or a boxthorn, depending on the
source.

She drowned in an icy creek near her home, fully submerged in the frigid water for over an hour. She was
half-frozen and without a pulse, declared dead -- until a team of emergency room doctors used a novel
warming protocol and an external heart and lung pump to bring her back to life. The medical feat was the
subject of news stories around the world. But in a new book, Shocked: Adventures in Bringing Back the
Recently Dead, Casarett returns to the idea of resuscitation, exploring the science and ethics of bringing life to
those declared otherwise. In a conversation with The Huffington Post, Casarett discussed the exciting
technologies that may lead to improved chances for young victims of trauma like Funk -- but also about the
implications for an aging population. Why do you think we like resurrection narratives so much? The obvious
one is that a "back from the dead" narrative is almost by definition a good news story. We all love good news
stories, like the patient whose cancer was cured or the guy who survived with a heart transplant. Many people
who are brought back from the dead go into comas or recover with brain damage, and obviously those are not
happy stories. The people who survive in those amazing stories are generally young. So that adds a layer of
"good" to the good news story -- you are not talking about the miraculous survival of an 85 year old, you are
talking about the miraculous survival of a 2 year old or a 7 year old or sometimes somebody in their early 20s.
If it is possible to bring someone back from the dead who has been apparently dead for 30 minutes or a couple
of hours, then that raises some interesting and potentially scary questions. If you die, are you really dead?
What are some of the ways scientists are learning to bring people back from the dead? I was really impressed
by a lot of the research on suspended animation. I stumbled across a story about a Japanese office worker who
got lost in the woods and was found after a couple of weeks in a state that looked an awful lot like hibernation.
That story got a lot of press -- he was discovered and survived. I heard that story and started looking at
research that is being done now by a scientist who had kind of the same idea: What if you could induce
hibernation in people? What if you could convince the human body that hibernation really is both possible and
a good thing? What could that do for survival, for limiting brain damage for instance, for a stroke, or
myocardial infarction or cardiac arrest? The logic there is that if someone is the victim of an accident or
cardiac arrest or a soldier who is wounded on the battlefield -- whose heart stopped or has substantial blood
loss -- the amount of time that such a person can survive and still recover is inversely proportional to how
much oxygen their body and their brain is using. What inspired you to write a book about resuscitation? In
medical school and residency I saw all of the downstream effects of what happens when we try to bring people
back from the dead. Sometimes we ended up keeping people alive under poor conditions. The idea behind the
book was partly to revisit that distinction: Is this technology the best thing to ever happen or is it the worst
thing? And how is it different for the young and healthy versus the old and sick? So it was probably a test for
myself as well. What are your concerns about the way we think of and discuss resuscitation? Though the book
is humorous and a popular science take on resuscitation, there is a message here: Will we ever be immortal? In
the book, I tell the story from Greek mythology of Tithonus, who was granted immortality but not eternal
youth. Not to be gruesome, but when I take care of nursing home patients, I see something like the Tithonus
problem: I see patients who have been brought back from the brink from pneumonia and cardiac arrest, but
whose brains are failing. They continue to get weaker and have all sorts of complications. We can keep their
hearts going but the rest of them keeps getting weaker and more tired. So I would say that to me, at least in the
near future, immortality seems like more of a risk. So the answer is: This interview was shortened and edited
for clarity.
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Chapter 3 : Immortality â€“ That's Really Possible
Whether or not the first person to achieve immortality is already alive is still a guessing game, but it is hard not to get
excited about de Grey's optimistic projections. Jiajing would have been.

Research Highlight June 28, How do cancer cells achieve immortality? By Carrie Cowan, Ph. More than a
third of US adults will get cancer. In alone, more than 1. Earlier detection and more precise treatment options
are improving outcomes for patients, but with an estimated 14 million cancer survivors living in the US,
cancer recurrence remains a sizeable threat. Cancer cells, unlike the normal cells in our bodies, can grow
forever. Cancer cell immortality leads to massive tumors, metastatic spread, and potentially re-emergence.
JAX postdoctoral associate Floris BarthelDeploys next-generation sequencing techniques to understand brain
tumor biology and telomere mechanicsFloris Barthel, M. Ultimately I hope that I can contribute to developing
new cancer therapies that reduce or eliminate telomerase activity without affecting non-cancer cells. The
normal cells in our bodies get old and die. The ends of the chromosomes, specialized DNA sequences called
telomeres, keep track of cellular age. With each cell division, telomeres shorten until eventually they become
too short to protect the chromosomes and the cell dies. Cancers become immortal by reversing the normal
telomere shortening process and instead lengthen their telomeres. Barthel, who works with Professor Roel
Verhaak, Ph. Brain tumors, sequencing, computational biology. The cellular machine mainly responsible for
extending telomeres is the protein telomerase: In our bodies, telomerase is usually shut off. It is turned on
when making sperm and eggs and in some very early stages of life â€” in cells that will have to divide a lot.
And it is turned on when cells become cancerous. Making cancer cells mortal â€” subject to the normal
cellular lifespan imposed by telomere shortening â€” would dramatically change the potential for cures,
including for cancers with as yet few effective treatment options.
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Chapter 4 : This Doctor Thinks We May Achieve Immortality, But Isn't Sure We'd Want To | HuffPost Life
The quest to achieve Immortality is a dream of most people. It motivates many to have children, write books, compose
music, invent gadgets, accumulate wealth or excel in a mirage of fields. Immortality or simply, to be remembered by
future generations, is not easy to achieve even in your family.

In , scientists working for Calico , a company owned by Alphabet , published a paper in the journal eLife
which presents possible evidence that Heterocephalus glaber Naked mole rat do not face increased mortality
risk due to aging. Asymmetrically dividing bacteria and yeast also age. However, symmetrically dividing
bacteria and yeast can be biologically immortal under ideal growing conditions. In a similar manner stem cells
and gametes can be regarded as "immortal". Hydra[ edit ] Hydra Hydras are a genus of the Cnidaria phylum.
All cnidarians can regenerate, allowing them to recover from injury and to reproduce asexually. Hydras are
simple, freshwater animals possessing radial symmetry and no post- mitotic cells. All hydra cells continually
divide. In a four-year study, 3 cohorts of hydra did not show an increase in mortality with age. It is possible
that these animals live much longer, considering that they reach maturity in 5 to 10 days. Jellyfish[ edit ]
Turritopsis dohrnii , or Turritopsis nutricula , is a small 5 millimeters 0. This cycle can repeat indefinitely,
potentially rendering it biologically immortal. This organism originated in the Caribbean sea , but has now
spread around the world. Similar cases include hydrozoan Laodicea undulata [17] and scyphozoan Aurelia sp.
This does not however make them immortal in the traditional sense, as they are significantly more likely to die
at a shell moult the older they get as detailed below. Their longevity may be due to telomerase , an enzyme
that repairs long repetitive sections of DNA sequences at the ends of chromosomes, referred to as telomeres.
Telomerase is expressed by most vertebrates during embryonic stages but is generally absent from adult stages
of life. Lobsters grow by moulting which requires a lot of energy, and the larger the shell the more energy is
required. Older lobsters are also known to stop moulting, which means that the shell will eventually become
damaged, infected, or fall apart and they die. Planarian flatworms[ edit ] Polycelis felina, a freshwater
planarian Planarian flatworms have both sexually and asexually reproducing types. Studies on genus
Schmidtea mediterranea suggest these planarians appear to regenerate i. Homeostatic telomerase activity
observed in both asexual and sexual animals is not sufficient to maintain telomere length, whereas the
increased activity in regenerating asexuals is sufficient to renew telomere length For sexually reproducing
planaria: Whereas for asexually reproducing planaria: They do not live forever. Some scientists have voiced
support [34] for the feasibility of the cryopreservation of humans, known as cryonics. The startup Unity
Biotechnology is further developing this strategy in human clinical trials. Anti-aging movement In in Russia,
and then in the United States, Israel, and the Netherlands, pro-immortality transhumanist political parties were
launched. They aim to make it possible to provide access to such technologies to the majority of people alive
today. Eric Drexler , one of the founders of nanotechnology , postulated cell repair devices, including ones
operating within cells and utilizing as yet hypothetical molecular machines , in his book Engines of Creation.
Raymond Kurzweil , a futurist and transhumanist , stated in his book The Singularity Is Near that he believes
that advanced medical nanorobotics could completely remedy the effects of aging by Hibbs suggested that
certain repair machines might one day be reduced in size to the point that it would, in theory, be possible to as
Feynman put it " swallow the doctor ".
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Physical immortality. Physical immortality is a state of life that allows a person to avoid death and maintain conscious
thought. It can mean the unending existence of a person from a physical source other than organic life, such as a
computer.

However a consensus has been achieved by a specific community of these observers on the answer to the
question. Scientist Ray Kurzweil and his followers all agree that humans are about years away from being able
to live as long as they wish. Yet what will enable the inhabitants of earth to do so? Kurzweil, a notable
predictor of the milestones humanity achieved, believes that the key to immortality is nanotechnology. He
thinks that given the trend of computers becoming smaller and more efficient, people will be able to have
nanobots circulating in their veins, cleaning and providing perpetual maintenance. He also hypothesizes that
robots will replace our organs when they fail. These advances would mean that so long as the robots are
powered and working well, they will keep their humans alive and kicking. He successfully pinpointed the
exact year that the smartphone would come out, and its capabilities, and he described the Internet before it was
ever invented. Kurzweil has convinced his peers in the scientific community of his hypothesis of human
immortality. Kurzweil calls his theory the Law of Accelerating Returns. He illustrated that through
nanotechnology, humans will be able to halt and reverse the aging process. He believes that nanobots will be
exponentially more efficient than normal human cells. He thinks that not only will humans achieve
immortality, but that they will be able to accomplish tasks that are impossible for the species with their normal
biological makeup. Kurzweil urges his fellow human beings to hang in there, given how close they are to
immortality. With added life and brain capacity, Kurzweil also suggests that nanobots will be able to enable
humans to do things like writing a full fledged book in minutes. He continued to describe how the world will
change around humans. He says that humans should look forward to a world where they become cyborgs that
are invulnerable to almost every ailment the species faces today. To those who argue that humans should not
be celebrating how close the species is to immortality because immortal life will bring never-ending boredom
and despair, Kurzweil argues that immortality is the wrong term for these advancements. Immortality means
that it is impossible for one to die. Kurzweil says that is inaccurate in this case, given that humans with
nanotechnologies will be able to die. Dying unintentionally will be an almost non-occurrence, but willing
departures from life will be available. Humans may be close to immortality.
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Is immortality within our reach? Maybe not yet, but we are definitely trying. While the new film "Self/Less" features an
interesting science fiction take on achieving immortality, various advances.

The phenomenon happens when a species reaches a state where it ceases to age, or no longer experiences a
further loss of physiological function, Rose said. Rose suggests humans also experience a biological
immortality phase if they are able to live long enough. Rauser and Laurence D. Mueller Spring , Oxford
University Press. Humans eventually achieve this period of non-aging, the authors suggest, just as several
other multicellular living forms do, such as a creosote bush growing in the Mojave desert that has lived for
longer than 10, years, and other long-lived organisms , including some animals. Aging as an evolution
byproduct Rose argues that an organism ages because the process is a byproduct forced upon us by evolution
by natural selectionâ€”governed by the passing on of genes. Take the eggs from fruit flies that have
maintained enough of their physiological function to reproduce in old age, and repeat. Selection for late-life
reproduction eventually made longer-lived fruit flies. This delayed-reproduction lineage, Rose showed, lives
up to five times longer than average. From fruit fly to human immortality Even better, the aging phase
eventually passes, Rose explained, and survival reaches a plateau, which is when the biological immortality
phase starts. The chances of dying become constant, neither increasing or decreasing, a period of no more
aging. He explained that Calment may have reached a phase where physical decline stabilized. And, as Rose
showed in fruit flies, aging can potentially remain stabilized indefinitely. However, Rose explained that the
unfortunate problem for humans is that they have a rough and long aging phase. That, in fact, they might hit
their transition from aging to late-life immortality perhaps in their fifties or sixties and do so in better shape.
Biological Immortality in Late Life credit: How do you make the transition to the immortality phase earlier
and stop aging sooner? A paleo diet is a regimen that includes only foods available before the agricultural
revolution of the Neolithic, which includes lean meats, shore-based foods, fruits and vegetables. Foods that
became available after the Neolithic such as grains, dairy, and processed foods are all avoided. But,
interestingly, Rose told me, for people of Eurasian ancestry, he disagrees with the age a paleo diet should be
adopted as advised by main proponents of the paleo diet, such as evolutionary nutrition researchers Loren
Cordain and S. He said that young people of Eurasian ancestry have actually adapted well to new
environments brought on by the agricultural revolution. In combination with modern medicine and future
breakthroughs of the next 10 to 15 years, that could allow you to join the exclusive club of supercentenarians
â€” or beyond. If younger than 30 and Eurasian, continue on a post-agricultural revolution diet or Andrew
Weil-style diet. It includes meats, seafoods, fruits, nuts, and vegetables. It excludes processed foods including
meats , grain-derived foods such as pasta and breads, and dairy-derived foods such as milk, yogurt and cheese.
Proponents of the diet such as Loren Cordain and S. He also has a popular Web site. It includes eating whole
grains, fruits and vegetables 50 to 60 percent of calories ; fats largely derived from monounsaturated and
polyunsatured oils 30 percent of calories ; and protein 10 to 20 percent of calories mainly from vegetarian
sources such as soy. He also recommends eating 40 grams of fiber a day and receiving calcium from dairy or
from other sources such as vegetables.
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The steps that you want to achieve immortality can not be found anywhere by reading. Its inbuilt in you. Its your own
talent. Make it your passion and you will remembered to bring a change in the industry as you were the person whom
anyone would come to regarding the problem in your time. If you.

Were it not for T. His story likely would have remained an interesting yet obscure bypath in World War I
history. Lawrence always knew he was going to write a book about the Middle East. He had already named it.
Even before his military exploits in the area, he had written a story of adventures in the Middle East called
Seven Pillars of Wisdom. This effort was later burned by the dissatisfied author, a presage of events to come.
During his legendary participation in the Arab Revolt, Lawrence kept extensive notes on characters, events,
and settings with an eye towards publishing an account after hostilities ceased. The first manuscript, Text I,
was nearly completed in using these notes. Lawrence then burned all his notes, presumably satisfied they had
served their purpose. And promptly lost the manuscript. Lawrence in , the year of Text I There is talk that he
misplaced his valise at Reading station, perhaps while changing taxis, but some friends and biographers hint
that the manuscript may have been stolen for political reasons. Regardless, his ,word draft was gone. Dejected
but convinced that he was meant to make a great contribution to literature, Lawrence started again from
scratch. He created Text II in , completed in , words. At , more words, I have to wonder if perhaps he
overcompensated for the loss of the first manuscript. Besides the first three chapters already printed and a
single page now housed in the Bodleian Library, Text II was gone. Uneasily satisfied with Text III, in
Lawrence arranged for the compositors at the Oxford Times to print eight copies meant to be proofs he could
lend to friends for advice on revision. This is technically the true first edition of Seven Pillars of Wisdom. Of
the eight copies, six survive: Of the last two, one was destroyed, and the other was broken apart. This time,
Lawrence had the presence of mind to retain the manuscript, which he gifted to the Bodleian. A slight
presumption, perhaps, but Lawrence was vindicated in the end. Lawrence asked some friends of his to look
over the Oxford copies. Just some casual buddies like George Bernard Shaw, E. As friends they were much
too nice in their criticism but still offered excellent suggestions which Lawrence took for the most part. He
used these revisions to prepare the first real publication of Seven Pillars of Wisdom: This copy is in the
original binding by Best. Now the fun part: Seem like a lot of money? Lawrence actually lost money at that
price. Lawrence was a major bibliophile and was deeply involved in the production of the edition. The book
Lawrence gave birth to weighed a healthy five pounds, and he adored it. Lawrence rather lost his mind over
this book. The production proved so expensive that Lawrence was forced to sell his Fourth Folio Shakespeare,
among other things, to support the printing. Lawrence refused to reprint his great work, the Seven Pillars of
Wisdom in all its typographical and aesthetic glory, promising no new editions would appear in his lifetime. In
May of , he died in a motorcycle accident. Six weeks later, his publisher came out with a new edition.
Lawrence always had a sense of epic hovering over his writing, which he seems to have fulfilled. The book,
originating in his frustration over the outcome of the revolt, eventually evolved into a personal souvenir
clothed in the ornaments of legend.
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So you want to live forever, do you? Well we'll see what we can do. Whether it's uploading your mind or freezing your
body, there's more than one way to outlive everyone on Earth.

Contributing writer for Wake Up World For anyone who has seen Ex Machina â€” an independent science
fiction psychological thriller â€” the idea of transhumanism is nothing new. Ava, a humanoid robot, far
exceeds expectations of what we normally associate with a machine. She displays an intelligence and
adaptability to changing circumstances with the emotional sophistication of a real person â€” which, in turn,
blurs the line between what we consider human and what we consider to be a soulless mechanical imitation.
Futurist video game developers, visual artists and techno-musicians have also jumped onto the transhumanist
bandwagon in recent years, celebrating the idea of technologically upgraded human beings, who enjoy
immortality and are free from all the annoying human maladies that we experience today. Notice the
sweeping, emotional music â€” as well as the quick moving imagery, which overlays photographs of humans
with some form of technology. Silva also speaks with a fast, convincing and confident style. Personally, I find
the whole sales-pitch and movement towards transhumanism to be exceptionally disturbing. Many, however,
suffer no qualms about it. One such person is Ray Kurzweil, an inventor, futurist and current director of
engineering at Google. He also predicts that biological parts of our body will be completely replaced with
mechanical parts as early as What exactly is singularity and where did the idea originate? Journalist Victoria
Woollaston explains in the Daily Mail: Neumann in the mids said: Kurzweil predicts the singularity to occur
around while Vinge predicts it will happen before Recent advancements in neural engineering and brain
modeling, as well as technologies that replace biological functions, will make it possible. Other technologies
are being developed that re-establish motor skills after the nervous system has suffered damage. The virtual
bodies will be as detailed and convincing as real bodies. On one side, it gives those who are struggling with
life-threatening illness hope. On the other side, I feel that all the advancements in medicine over the last
hundred years or so have contributed to many of the problems facing humanity today, mainly because of
overpopulation. Moreover, death sweeps away the old and allows the new to emerge. Already there are 6. But
it actually does just the opposite. Contemplating these facts of life actually make one more appreciative and
aware, while lessening the auto-pilot habit most of us are in each day. Life is treasured as the precious thing it
truly is, something to be honored.
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Jason Silva, founder of Shots of Awe, is one of the most well-known futurists and has a large following of younger
generations. Here's one of his most popular films, viewed over a quarter of a million times on YouTube.

How to become immortal: For instance, you are taught that there is a beginning. Growing up you learned that
you are made of your body and mind. You were raised with some beliefs about death like these ones: Physical
immortality does not exist. We all die at some point. There are no immortal people. We all get old. You get a
job, get married, have kids, get divorced, struggle to make money and so on. You also live in a hurry all the
time, because time not only exists but passes very quickly. It remains hidden in your subconscious. This may
happen because you are not yet ready to discover the secret of immortality. He claimed to be born in , while
disputed records suggest Both claimed lifespans of and years old. Another interesting story is the story of Ben
Abba , a man who claimed that he found an immortal man of years old. He could not disclose his identity
because of security reasons. Abba says he has learned three important lessons from this immortal man: Do not
believe in fear. Do not believe in death. Do not live your lives believing in fear and in death, but instead, live
your lives believing in love and in life. This is a very interesting interview with Ben Abba talking about the
secrets of how to become immortal. All rights reserved to the owner. The third method of becoming immortal
is with the help of homeopathy. Homeopathy is a system of complementary medicine in which the pills are
made by diluting the matter. So, when a pill is diluted you obtain more energy which interacts with your body
which is also energy. Homeopathy has the principle that like attracts like. A frog that died from natural causes
is used, and by obtaining a dilution according to the principles of homeopathy you obtain a substance that can
prevent death. Please watch the video below for details! The fourth way in which you can become immortal is
by reading the eBook Immortality. Even though I have presented other methods which may be helpful for you,
I have only experienced this one. If you are interested in:
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